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Whenever we begin one of these topical articles, we always Google the subject of our choice just to see what 
comes up and what may be useful for further research. When we Googled in the phrases “what do Millennials 
want?” and “Millennials and fintech”, we must admit that we were astounded by the number of articles, 
podcasts, blogs, etc. that popped up on the screen. We’re pretty sure that “War and Peace” combined with “The 
Decline and Fall of The Roman Empire” cannot begin to compare to the number of words that have been written 
about the mysterious Millennials and their future impact upon the world and upon the American social and 
financial landscape. 
 
The writing of this piece has also given us a reason to answer one fundamental question that for us has long 
gone unanswered—what exactly is a millennial, anyway? One would think that the question would have been 
definitively answered by now, but apparently not. We found a variety of answers—most of which seem to 
center around the concept that a millennial is “a person reaching young adulthood in the early 21st century.” 
The respected Pew Research Center has made it a bit more definitive: “Anyone born between 1981 and 1996 
(ages 22 to 37 in 2018) will be considered a Millennial...We believe 1996 is a meaningful cutoff between 
Millennials and post-Millennials for a number of reasons, including key political, economic and social factors 
that define the Millennial generation’s formative years.” 
 
We know that our own generation—the Baby Boomers—believe that we have a lock on the experience of 
growing up in turbulent times, due to our having experienced the Cuban Missile Crisis, the assassinations of 
JFK, RFK and MLK, the social turmoil of the 1960s, the birth of rock n’ roll, the Vietnam War, and on and on. 
But the Millennials have not exactly had a smooth ride either, having come of age as the Twin Towers fell and 
America became embroiled in the endless wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. But the seminal event of their lives has 
been the Financial Crisis, and in many cases seeing their parents lose their wealth—and in some instances, their 
homes—has clearly had an impact on the way these younger folks look both at home ownership and at their 
relationships with financial institutions.  
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What about the relationship of the Millennials to technology? The Pew Research Center has addressed this 
aspect of their lives as well: “Technology, in particular the rapid evolution of how people communicate and 
interact, is another generation-shaping consideration. Baby Boomers grew up as television expanded 
dramatically, changing their lifestyles and connection to the world in fundamental ways. Generation X grew 
up as the computer revolution was taking hold, and Millennials came of age during the internet explosion.” 
That explosion has given all of us—but especially those who are most tech-savvy—both a dizzying array of 
choices in all types of consumption (including the consumption of financial services) and an unprecedented 
ability to compare products and prices at will. 
 
The Millennial world was ripe for fintech—financial technology, for those who may have spent the last few 
years on Mars—due to this predilection for technological solutions and, we believe, a lingering distrust of 
mainstream financial institutions. (Millennials also overwhelmingly identify as Democrats, which may also 
explain something about their negative views of large banks.) This post from the web (Equities.com, March 26, 
2018) seems to encapsulate the attractiveness of fintech for this demographic: “All grown up, Millennials are at 
an age when they’re ready to invest in their futures, but they’re doing it in a way that challenges the status quo. 
While traditional financial services are struggling to satisfy this demographic’s needs, emerging fintech 
companies are tapping into Millennial’s preference for tech, automation, and convenience.”  
 
And indeed, while the major banks of our acquaintance are trying their darnedest to do everything they can to 
make banking cool—remote deposit capture, digital this and mobile that, using technology to manage branch 
interactions. etc.—it all just feels a bit “day late, dollar short” to us and aimed more at those of us oldsters who 
like to fancy ourselves to be tech savvy. We also still love our bank branches—the Baby Boomer security 
blanket—and really don’t feel totally safe in living our financial lives online. With ongoing news of cyber-
security issues and a growing aversion to the invasions of privacy that social media usage entails, will aging 
Millennials eventually come to identify somewhat more with “bricks” and somewhat less with “clicks?”  
 
In the meantime, we tried to identify some of the fintech applications that are enjoying particular popularity at 
present, and we got overwhelmed with an avalanche of names—frankly, none of which we could identify. We 
found that some ubiquitous fintech providers—like Chime and Simple, to name just two—are offering low-or-
no fee banking products in connection with existing FDIC-insured financial institutions (which seems a bit like 
a bank in fintech clothing to us.) The payoff is that interest rates offered to these depositors are low and the 
spread shared with the sponsor pays for the lack of fees—and we will be interested to see how that model will 
evolve as banks hone their own digital offerings and move further into the fintech sphere. 
 
Deposit-taking and its ancillary activities may represent the low-hanging fruit of fintech offerings, but the real 
challenges will come in lending (both consumer and business) and in offering investment products to a 
generation that is just beginning to cope with the need to save for retirement. On the lending front, the travails 
of LendingClub—which was going to trash the banking industry with is P2P lending model—have shown the 
Achilles heel of fintech lending to be sources of stable funding, and the fintech segment’s smartest lenders are 
dealing creatively with that challenge. 
 
We have been particularly fascinated with the evolution of an Atlanta native company—GreenSky—as it has 
carved a creative niche in home improvement lending. The strategy of this company has been a “join-up” with 
the banking industry rather than a repudiation of it, and it seems to be working well so far as regional lenders 
like SunTrust Banks Inc. (STI), Regions Financial (RF) and Fifth Third Bancorp (FITB) absorb GreenSky’s  
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production and pay it a fee (partly based on performance) for generating and servicing these loans. Will 
Millennials—who are softening their attitudes toward home ownership as they move into their prime home-
buying years—care that they are in truth dealing with a bank? Probably not, as what they seek is a seamless 
transaction, and GreenSky is by all accounts one of fintech’s foremost providers of a near-flawless customer 
experience. 
 
The Holy Grail of fintech—and what may be the real source of value to Millennials as they age and invest—is 
the use of artificial intelligence (AI) to enable the investment process to be increasingly moved into the fintech 
sphere. A January 12, 2018 article in the New York Times (“AI Has Arrived in Investing. Humans Are Still 
Dominating.”) explored the growing role of AI in making investment decisions, and it was an interesting read. 
The introduction of a new ETF last October (named the A.I. Powered Equity ETF) has stirred the pot of interest 
in such investment products and may (depending upon its performance) be in the vanguard of what is to come.  
 
This ETF’s use of algorithms to select 30-70 stocks, with those calculations run on an IBM Watson super-
computer, “mimics the investment process of an army of equity research analysts working around the clock...It 
has data on 6,000 companies, one million articles and filings a day, and data on market sentiment. Beyond 
sorting through that information and using its programming to ensure it has what it considers the optimal 
portfolio — the fund typically makes at least one trade every day — it constantly fine-tunes its stock-picking 
methods.” All we can say is—if this works, Wall Street is in for an even bigger shake-up than it has already 
undergone in the past decade, and future investors will be the beneficiaries of that massive dislocation. 
 
There is so much more to be written about Millennials and how they are changing the world—and financial 
services with it—that we have begun to understand the volume of words that have already been written on the 
subject. We must admit that we have been skeptical in the past that the Millennials would be successful in their 
quest to shake up banking, but objective evidence has proven us wrong and our question now is—how much, 
and what’s next? And how will the Baby Boomers (like us)—who after all, have not yet left the building—grow 
with and adapt to the changes? 
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